We find constraints on R-Parity Violating (RPV) couplings of the minimal supersymmetric standard model, using Drell-Yan differential cross sections at the LHC. Specifically, we look at the constraints on λ LQD c couplings from monolepton and dilepton data published by ATLAS, with either electrons or muons in the final state. Out of the 18 RPV couplings to which the LHC is at least potentially sensitive by this technique, we find new limits on 12 (or 13) of them, for squarks masses above 1 (or 2) TeV. We also show that one can employ our techniques to achieve significantly stronger bounds at a high-luminosity upgrade of the LHC.
I. INTRODUCTION
Supersymmetry (SUSY) has long been considered one of the best motivated extensions of the Standard Model (SM) and is therefore actively sought at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and in other experiments at both low and high energies. The absence of direct evidence for SUSY, however, has led physicists to consider regions of its parameter space where SUSY may remain hidden or just out of reach, including a reconsideration of the oftmade assumption of R-parity conservation.
The advantages of R-parity are well known, including the elimination of a set of allowed terms in the Lagrangian that generate fast proton decay, and the prediction of a dark matter candidate whose production at the LHC plays a key role in most SUSY search strategies. The imposition of R-parity, however, is not a requirement of SUSY. It has long been understood that one could keep a subset of the terms forbidden by Rparity, either those that violate lepton number (L) or those that violate baryon number (B) -but not bothwithout destabilizing the proton. Such models, known as R-parity-violating (RPV) models, have the disadvantage of not providing a candidate for the universe's dark matter, but are otherwise perfectly reasonable SUSY extensions of the SM. We will be studying here the version of RPV in which we allow those operators that violate L, specifically the superpotential operator λ ijk L i Q j D c k since this operator can mediate tree-level quark to lepton processes by the exchange of squarks.
ATLAS and CMS have completed extensive searches for direct production of SUSY particles, both in R-parity conserving and violating modes, and have mass limits on sparticles typically in the 0.5 to 2.0 TeV range. However, the strongest quoted bounds on the RPV couplings are generally due to lower energy, high-precision measurements (see Ref. [1] for a review). In this paper we will show that the LHC experiments now have enough data to place constraints on roughly half of the λ ijk couplings that are stronger than those already in the literature. Furthermore, these bounds will continue to strengthen, by up to 4 times, as we move to a high-luminosity LHC.
Two ingredients are key to the results we show here. First is the observation that tree-level sparticle exchange in RPV SUSY can generate processes that are identical in initial and final state to SM processes, and can therefore interfere with those SM process at the amplitude level; in R-parity-conserving SUSY, such an interference between SM and SUSY processes is only possible at loop level. The second ingredient is the observation that the presence of the operator LQD c in the superpotential causes the left-handed squarks (both up-and down-type) and the right-handed down-type squarks to behave as scalar leptoquarks. This allows them to couple to both initial state quarks and to final state leptons, mimicking DrellYan (DY) processes at the LHC. Moreover RPV SUSY models have been shown to contribute to processes like b → s and b → c ν , and can potentially accommodate the lepton flavor universality violation which seems to appear in B-physics observables, such as R D ( * ) [2] and/or R K ( * ) [3] .
The effect of virtual exchange of scalar leptoquarks in DY processes has been studied previously [4, 5] and found to provide extremely strong constraints on the parameter space of those leptoquarks. In this paper, we extend those results to the study of RPV squarks and find similarly powerful constraints at the LHC. Furthermore, we show that with the accumulation of 3 ab −1 of data, the LHC is sensitive to squark masses up to 20 TeV for RPV couplings of O(1).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section II we will introduce the model and processes that will be studied; we will then present in section III the analysis and in section IV the results; we will devote section V to our conclusions. In the MSSM, the RPV portion of the superpotential can be written as,
Here, L and Q are the SU (2) doublets, while E c , D c and U c are singlets. Using the standard notation, we have defined λ ijk , λ ijk and λ ijk as new Yukawa couplings, where i, j and k are the generation indices; we omit a term that mixes sleptons and Higgs fields. If we enforce Bconservation, the λ are all zero, but the λ and λ remain. The LHC is ill-suited to constrain the λ couplings, as they generate dilepton-like interactions for the sleptons, interactions that are difficult to detect at a hadron collider. The λ interactions, on the other hand, cause theQ andD c squarks to behave as leptoquarks, making them ideally suited for study at the LHC.
The parameter space for the λ ijk coupling is 27-dimensional, corresponding to all possible choices of {i, j, k}. Each of these couplings can modify the overall processes pp → + − and pp → ν, though the processes are much more sensitive to some couplings than to others, as we will discuss. In the following, we will consider, for the sake of simplicity, one element of λ ijk at a time to be non-zero, while taking all other RPV couplings to be zero. Starting from the superpotential, we can then write the relevant pieces of the Lagrangian as:
Here V is the CKM matrix; note, however, that the effect of including off-diagonal elements from V in our analysis is quite small, usually less than a few percent. Moreover we work in the (excellent) approximation of massless neutrinos and ignore neutrino mixing effects. In this Lagrangian, the squarks are coupling to quarks and leptons in the manner of scalar leptoquarks, and so generate corrections to DY scattering as shown in Fig. 1 . More specifically, the Lagrangian above generates operators that contribute to DY scattering of the form (after
, both of which interfere with pieces of the SM amplitudes. Because the leading effect comes through this interference, the contributions of the squarks to the differential cross sections come in proportional to λ 2 /(t − m 2 q ), rather than the fourth power, which partially accounts for the strength of our bounds.
Of course, not every choice of {i, j, k} will provide a reasonable signal. For this study, we will only consider final state electrons and muons due to their clean reconstruction; thus we place no bounds on λ 3jk which leads to final state τ leptons. Furthermore, the initial state at the LHC is mostly u, d, and s-quarks for these purposes, and so the couplings λ ijk with either j or k being
Feynman diagrams for the monolepton (1a) and dilepton (1b) production mediated by the SM gauge bosons (top) and RPV squarks (bottom).
1 or 2 provide the strongest constraints. However, the couplings λ i3k and λ ij3 can also be constrained for most choices of j, k = 3, since the 3rd generation squark can act as the mediator in these cases. Even the coupling λ i33 can be constrained by the dilepton data, though the constraint is not particularly strong due to its reliance on the tiny b-quark PDF. In all, we will find that our analysis of LHC data provides the strongest bounds for either 12 or 13 of the 18 couplings represented by λ ijk and which involve either an electron or muon.
III. ANALYSIS
Our analysis proceeds as follows. For each choice of {i, j, k}, we examine all relevant RPV contributions to pp → + − and pp → ν, for = e, µ. In every case, the RPV contributions arise via the exchange of one or more squarks in the t-channel, as shown in Fig. 1 . If more than one squark contributes for a given choice of {i, j, k}, we take all the exchanged squarks to be degenerate. In order to obtain bounds on the RPV parameter space from current data, we compare our RPV model calculations, for mq ≥ 1 TeV, against measurements published by AT-LAS at √ s = 13 TeV with 36 fb −1 of integrated luminosity [6, 7] . Specifically, for the monolepton signals, we examine spectra of the monolepton transverse mass,
, where p T is the transverse momentum of the charged lepton, / E T is the missing transverse energy and ∆φ is the azimuthal opening angle between the two vectors. For the dileptons, we use the dilepton invariant mass, m = √ŝ . The analysis done here follows that of Refs. [4, 5] and more details can be found there.
Because our results hinge on the interference with the corresponding SM processes, we must generate event distributions in M T (for monoleptons) and m (for dileptons) for the signal and the irreducible background together. To that end, we employ the following procedure. Using the MSTW 2008 NNLO PDFs [8] , we first analyt-ically calculate the SM and new physics mass spectra for pp → + − and pp → ν at the leading order. The resulting spectra are then rescaled by a global factor to account for the higher order corrections and lepton reconstruction efficiency, so that our background spectra match the irreducible backgrounds taken from ATLAS (and extracted via HEPData). The net signal and background events are obtained by adding the reducible background extracted from Refs. [6, 7] to our generated events. To quantify the effect of our signals and estimate limits on RPV parameters, we use a very conservative version of a χ 2 test that sums over all the ATLAS-defined bins, comparing both our model (with a given choice of λ ijk and mq) and the SM against current observations:
where N theory i is the number of events in bin i predicted either by the SM or by the new physics and SM together. We then calculate a ∆χ
; the 95% C.L. bound is located where ∆χ 2 is 5.99. Here the systematic error δ sys , taken to be a flat 6% as seen across multiple bins in the ATLAS searches [6, 7] , is assumed uncorrelated across bins, as the co-variance matrix has not been provided. Finally, we obtain our limits on the model by fitting a straight line in the plane (mq, λ ijk ) to the 95% C.L. contour in the region where mq ≥ 1 TeV. The choice of region for the fit is based on the observation that, for squark masses ≥ 1 TeV, the 95% C.L. contours become linear. And thus, the limits we quote only hold for the parameter space where mq > 1 TeV. For lower squark masses, the bounds on λ ijk depend on the squark mass in a more complicated way. However, for such light squarks one must also contend with strong direct production constraints.
Our analysis can be compared to one done entirely using 4-fermion effective operators, and in fact such an analysis could be reinterpreted to provide bounds on RPV couplings. However we find that the largest contributions to χ 2 occur at Q 2 between roughly 500 GeV and 1.5 TeV. Thus an effective operator approach is not appropriate except for squark masses well above 1 TeV. In comparing the results one obtains using effective operators instead of the full theory, we find that the effective operator approach typically generates bounds much stronger than one obtains using the full theory. For example, with the full propagator, we find that the current ATLAS monolepton data provide a bound:
The same calculation with the effective operator approach results in a stronger limit of
Thus, for a down squark of mass 1 TeV, the effective operator method overestimates the bound on the coupling by about 30%. But, as expected, the difference becomes negligible for much higher squark masses. Finally, the limits we obtain are sensitive to current experimental uncertainties in the DY spectrum, and will therefore improve as the LHC accumulates more luminosity. In order to exploit this fact, we also make a simple projection of the expected limits on {mq, λ ijk } at the High Luminosity LHC with 3 ab −1 of integrated luminosity and √ s = 13 TeV. We calculate this reach by combining the monolepton and dilepton channels together, with a flat systematic error of 6% and neglecting all sources of reducible background 1 .
IV. RESULTS
Our results are summarized in Table I for λ 1jk , and Table II for λ 2jk ; because we do not consider τ final states, we derive no bounds on λ 3jk . In the tables, we show first the strongest existing bound in the literature, collected and updated in Ref. [1, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . For i = 1, those bounds are derived from: charged current universality for λ 11k and λ 12k ; atomic parity violation for λ 131 ; the forward-backward asymmetry in e + e − collisions for λ 132 ; and bounds on neutrino masses for λ 133 [18] . For i = 2, the bounds are derived from: e − µ universality in π-decays for λ 21k ; ν µ deep inelastic scattering for λ 221 and λ 231 ; from D-meson decays for λ 222 and λ 223 ; from R µ = Γ(Z → had)/Γ(Z → µμ) for λ 232 [19] ; and again from bounds on neutrino masses for λ 233 [18] .
The third (fourth) column in the tables indicates the limits obtained using the monolepton (dilepton) data from ATLAS, and the last column indicates the expected limits from a 3 ab −1 high luminosity LHC. The strongest constraint on a particular coupling for mq ≥ 1 TeV has been highlighted by showing it in a box. For the case of λ 121 , we show two boxes because the lines for these two constraints intersect, with the dilepton constraint becoming the dominant one for mq > ∼ 2 TeV. An interesting feature in Tables I-II is that the monolepton constraints on λ 2jk are much stronger than those on λ 1jk , and the current monolepton constraints on λ 2jk are not all that much weaker than we project for the 3 ab −1 LHC. Both of these results can be understood by observing that the current ATLAS monolepton data for muons show a small excess over the SM predictions for most of the m T -bins, while the RPV monolepton operator interferes destructively with the SM, pulling down the expected cross section. Thus the resulting constraints on λ 2jk are much stronger than one would expect just by comparing to the SM distribution. This same excess of muon events in the data also results in a constraint on λ 22k that is surprisingly strong despite being suppressed by the c-quark PDF. Thus one should keep in mind that if the mono-muon data were to become more closely aligned with the SM prediction, the bounds on λ 2jk from monomuons would weaken, typically to match those derived on λ 1jk from mono-electrons. This is the case we consider in our projection for the 3 ab −1 limits, in that we assume that the data will match the SM expectations.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we found that one can use the monolepton and dilepton DY data from ATLAS to derive bounds on a total of 12 (or 13) RPV couplings that are strongersometimes far stronger -than any found in the literature, assuming squark masses above 1 (or 2) TeV. In particular, roughly half of the λ couplings involving electrons, and all but one of the couplings involving muons, are better constrained by the LHC than by any other existing experimental constraint. These constraints can also be interpreted as bounds on squark masses, if one assumes some value for the RPV couplings. For example, if we assume λ 111 = 1, we find that md R > 6.1 TeV, far stronger than direct search bounds.
Furthermore, because these constraints are all statistics limited, they will improve significantly with additional luminosity. For example, the bounds on λ from electrons will typically improve by a factor of 2.5-4 by accumulating 3 ab −1 of data at √ s = 13 TeV; the corresponding bounds on squark masses for O(1) couplings are in the 20 TeV range. We therefore strongly encourage the LHC collaborations to reanalyze their DY data in the context of RPV supersymmetry in order to obtain the most trustworthy bounds possible.
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